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This issue of Quaker Higher Education
offers a diverse array of articles; some
developed from presentations at last year’s
Friends Association for Higher Education
conference at Wilmington College, others
submitted by Quaker and non-Quaker
professors. We lead off with excerpts from
Joni Seager’s forthcoming book, Reader’s
Guide to Silent Spring ( London: Bloomsbury Publishing, 2014.) Joni was a plenary
speaker at last year’s FHW conference,
which
focused
on
environmental
sustainability, as well as our ability to maintain our colleges and universities.

On matters of war and peace,
Matt
Southworth and Michael Snarr share
insights gleaned from a fact-finding mission
to Afghanistan, concluding that Quakers had
previously discerned many of the hard
lessons that a decade of warfare have taught.
Shifting to the arts, Rebecca Leuchak
examines how silence is manifested in visual
media, thereby stretching our notions of
what constitutes silence. The issue
concludes with a poem, exploring silence
among Friends, by Stanford J. Searl, Jr.
from his new collection, Quaker Poems: The
Heart Opened.

Next, Stephen Pothoff reprises his FAHE
presentation on the dream collection and
interpretation project that he is currently
developing into a book. The student dreams
shared here were gathered while on a
tropical ecology research trip to Costa Rica.

******
Submissions: QHE is published twice a
year, in the spring and the fall. Articles
submitted for possible publication should be
sent as Word documents to: either
weinholtz@hartford.edu or to dsmith4@
guilford.edu. Since QHE is not wed to any
particular referencing format, you may use
the professional style of your choice. In case
you want to send a hard copy, our
addresses are: Donn Weinholtz-Doctoral
Program in Educational Leadership,
University of Hartford, 223 Auerbach Hall,
200 Bloomfield Avenue, West Hartford, CT
06117
and Donald Smith,
Guilford
College, 5800 West Friendly Ave, Greensboro, NC 27410. If you would like to
discuss an idea that you have for an article,
our telephone numbers are: 860-768-4186
(D.Weinholtz) and 336-316-2162 (D.Smith).

Gary Farlow follows with insights
regarding steps that instructors might take to
overcome miscommunication and help their
students sustain the knowledge and skills
taught in college classes. Commentary on
Gary’s piece is provided by Ann Dalke and
by Jeff Dudidak.
Peter Oliver further explores classroom
dynamics, bringing the concept of
Mindfulness into play and arguing that
discomfort can help us to learn, if we can
learn to embrace it. Theodore Sawruk then
examines the challenges facing liberal arts
colleges, pressured to add professional
programs in the face of relentless economic
demands.
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FAHE ANNUAL CONFERENCE
June 20-23, 2013

Mark your calendars now for June 20-23, 2013 at Malone
University to consider Holistic Higher Education: To What
End? You may register for the conference at the FAHE website:
http://quakerfahe.com/
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Rachel Carson’s “Silent Spring”
Joni Seager,
Bentley University
Rachel Carson’s 1962 bestselling book,
Silent Spring, supposedly is mostly
about pesticides. But in fact, it was even
bigger than that: Carson’s meta-narrative
was not about pesticides, but about the
control of nature, or, rather, about the
havoc and destruction that humans
unleash in their efforts – often futile,
always destructive -- to control nature.
As Carson saw it, pesticides were the
means to controlling nature. Indeed, at
an early point in writing the book, her
publisher suggested that the volume
should be titled The Control of Nature,
and for a short time this was its working
title; by 1959, the working title Carson
proposed was Man Against the Earth.
Carson herself is explicit about her
larger frame of reference, and one could
easily read Silent Spring in its entirety as
a polemic against the human hubris of
“control.” Indeed, she ends her book
with a warning and a lament that in the
name of “controlling” nature, we will
destroy it:

venience of man. The concepts and
practices of applied entomology
for the most part date from that
Stone Age of science. It is our
alarming misfortune that so
primitive a science has armed itself
with the most modern and terrible
weapons, and that in turning them
against the insects it has also
turned them against the earth. (pp
.261-262)
(Note: All citations in this article are
from: Carson, Rachel. Silent Spring, 5th
ed. NY: Fawcett Crest, 1967.)
In Silent Spring, Carson questioned
much of the received wisdom of her era.
She fingered science, the military,
industry, and government agencies as the
parties most responsible for the ecocide
she was witnessing. She challenged
notions of what constituted ‘progress;’
she didn’t share the boosterism of the
1950s and 1960s for atomic energy and
“the bomb.” She was a woman outside
her culture in many ways, and this gave
her a view from afar. Carson was
particularly wary of militaries and what
we would now call militarization. She
was not overtly anti-military, but her

The “control of nature” is a phrase
conceived in arrogance, born of the
Neanderthal age of biology and
philosophy, when it was supposeed that nature exists for the con-
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concern about the paradigm of
militarized destruction runs as a strong
theme throughout Silent Spring.

Only within the moment of time
represented by the present century
has one species – man – acquired
significant power to alter the
nature of his world. During the
past quarter century this power
has not only increased to one of
disturbing magnitude but it has
changed in character. The most
alarming of all man’s assaults
upon the environment is the
contamination of air, earth, rivers,
and seas with dangerous and even
lethal materials. This pollution is
for the most part irrecoverable;
the chain of evil it initiates not
only in the world that must
support life but in the living
tissues is for the most part
irreversible. In this now universal
contamination of the environment,
chemicals are the sinister and
little-recognized partners of
radiation [emphasis added] in
changing the very nature of the
world – the very nature of its life.

Carson was deeply alarmed by the US
military’s nuclear bomb program and the
widespread radioactivity releases that
bomb testing generated. Carson was so
attentive to the militarized nuclear threat
that the first chemical she mentions in
Silent Spring is not DDT, but strontium90, a byproduct of nuclear explosions:
“…[strontium-90] released through
nuclear explosions into the air, comes to
earth in rain or drifts down as fallout,
lodges in soil, enters into the grass or
corn or wheat grown there, and in time
takes up its abode in the bones of a
human being, there to remain until his
death” (16). In the next sentence, she
moves seamlessly to make the
comparison with pesticides, which also
fall to earth invisibly and insinuate
themselves into “a chain of poisoning
and death” (17). Throughout Silent
Spring, Carson drew attention to the
silent, similar, mechanisms of both
pesticides and radiation. Indeed, it’s hard
to tell whether the “white granular
powder” that signifies the evil that is
visited on her fabled town in Chapter
One is radiation or pesticide residue; it
could be either, and that’s, perhaps, her
point.

In Carson’s estimation, both nuclear
power and pesticide power derived from
an enormous hubris and arrogance of
‘man.’ She saw that both gave humans
enormous power over nature – which
they were misusing with great alacrity.
Carson highlights in Silent Spring
several catastrophes caused by military
activity, including the wholesale
poisoning of large areas of Colorado
from weapons production at the Rocky
Flats Arsenal. In Chapter 3, “Elixirs of
Death,” in which Carson lays out the
origins and basic chemical nature of
insecticides, she identifies the military
origins of the ubiquitous poisoning of
humans, animals, and environment by
synthetic chemicals:

Further, in Carson’s view, it’s not just
that pesticides and radiation have similar
mechanisms or cause similar damage,
it’s that they are both products of
humans’ reckless over-reach and the
untrammeled use of powers beyond our
moral capacity – and, indeed, beyond
our control. In her opening chapter,
immediately following the fable of the
town struck down, Carson makes this
plain:
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All this [ubiquitous presence of
chemicals] has come about because
of the sudden rise and prodigious
growth of an industry for the
production of man-made or
synthetic
chemicals
with
insecticidal
properties.
This
industry is the child of the Second
World War. In the course of
developing agents of chemical
warfare, some of the chemicals
created in the laboratory were
found to be lethal to insects…The
origin of these insecticides
[organic phosphates] has a certain
ironic significance. Although some
of the chemicals themselves…had
been known for many years, their
insecticidal properties remained to
be discovered by a German
chemist, Gerhard Schrader, in the
late 1930s. Almost immediately the
German government recognized
the value of these same chemicals
as new and devastating weapons in
man’s war against his own kind,
and the work on them was declared
secret. Some became the deadly
nerve gases. Others, of closely
allied
structure,
became
insecticides (24…35).

it was the availability of WWII surplus
airplanes that made this possible:
“Our attitude toward poisons has
undergone a subtle change. Once
they were kept in containers
marked
with
skull
and
crossbones…With the development of the new organic
insecticides and the abundance of
surplus planes after the Second
World War, all this was
forgotten…they have amazingly
become something to be showered
down indiscriminately from the
skies”(141).
Throughout Silent Spring, Carson
underscores the point that pesticides
derived not only from an ideology of the
“control” of nature, but, true to their
military origins, represented an ideological proclivity towards outright “war on
nature.” She repeats this theme and
phrase throughout the book (I have
added the emphases): “[of the 500 new
chemicals introduced each year] among
them are many that are used in man’s
war against nature” (18); “DDT was
hailed as a means…of winning the
farmers’ war against crop destroyers”
(29); “the deadly chemicals that are
being used in our war against the
insects. What of our simultaneous war
against the weeds?” (41); “…the
chemical war [against the Japanese
beetle] went on in succeeding years”
(91); “Yet at so fearful a risk, the
farmers, with none to hinder them,
waged their needless war on
blackbirds” (118); “The [Agriculture]
Department’s all-out chemical war on
the gypsy moth began on an ambitious
scale” (143); And in perhaps her most
compelling use of the metaphor, she
framed the problem in a way that would
resonate particularly with a readership

DDT was catapulted into large-scale
production, and then into civilian life, by
the US military. It was not until the US
military saw DDT’s potential as a
chemical weapon against typhus in
Europe and malaria in the Pacific that it
became a mass-produced chemical – at
first, for the exclusive use of the
military, and then, as the war was
ending, DDT was being pushed into the
civilian market as an agricultural and
household insecticide. In her narrative of
the development of the practice of aerial
spraying of pesticides, Carson notes that
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on the rebound from the horrors of
World War II: “the question is whether
any civilization can wage relentless
war on life without destroying itself,
and without losing the right to be called
civilized” (95).
In one stunning
paragraph, she invokes a backslide from
peace to war (plowshares being beaten
back into guns) and the terrible cost of
the trivial pursuit of ‘the new’:

a world that is urged to beat its
plowshares into spray guns. (69).
We might say Carson is invoking a flip
modern colloquialism about ‘boys with
their toys.’
Although Carson talks about the
proliferation of pesticides and the
“several thousand brand names” (18)
they are sold under, she doesn’t actually
name any of the names. This was a
missed opportunity -- even a brief survey
of contemporary commercial pesticides
amplifies Carson’s point of their warlike ideological roots. Pesticides today,
as in Carson’s time, are marketed to
‘appeal’ to the impulse to control and
conquer in ludicrously exaggerated
ways. I conclude with a partial list:

The chemical weed killers are a
bright new toy. They work in a
spectacular way; they give a
giddy sense of power over nature
to those who wield them, and as
for the long-range and less
obvious effects— these are easily
brushed aside as the baseless
imaginings of pessimists. The
"agricultural engineers" speak
blithely of "chemical plowing" in

A selection of commercial names of pesticides on the US market, 20121:
•ACHIEVE •ACTION •AIM • ALLEGIANCE •ALLY •AMBUSH •AMMO • ANVIL •
APOCALYPSE •ARSENAL •ASCEND •ASSERT •ASSET •AUTHORITY FIRST •AVENGE
•BARRAGE •BARRICADE •CADRE • BICEP II •BOUNDARY •BRAVO •BRAWL •BRAWL II
•BRIGADE •BROADSTRIKE • BULLET • CADET • CAPTURE •CHAMPION •CHARGER
•CLINCHER •COBRA •COMMAND •CONTAIN •CYCLONE •DISRUPT •DOMAIN •DUAL
MAGNUM •EMINENT EXPERT • ENFORCER •EXTREME •FALCON •FIRESTORM
•FIRSTSHOT •FORCE •FRONTIER •FRONTLINE •FURY •FUSILADE •GOAL •GUARDSMAN
•GUNSLINGER •HARNESS • HAVOC • HI-YIELD KILLZALL •HINDER •HONCHO • HONOR
GUARD • HOT SHOT •IGNITE •IMPACT • INFANTRY 4L •JAVELIN •JURY •LANDMASTER
•LASSO •LEADER •LIBERTY •LIGHTNING •MACHETE •MARKSMAN •MAVERICK
•MEDAL •MUSTER •OUST •PAYLOAD •PENTAGON •PERMIT •PINNACLE •PONDMASTER
•POUNCE •PROPEL •PROWL •PURSUIT • PURSUIT PLUS •PYTHON • QUASH • QUICK KILL
• RAGE • RAMPAGE •RAPTOR •READYMASTER • RECOIL • RECRUIT •REFLEX •RELY
•RESCUE •RESOLVE • RESPECT • REVENGE •REVOLVER •RODEO •ROUNDUP •SABER
•SALVO •SAVAGE •SCEPTER •SCOPE •SCOUT X-TRA •SCYTHE • SHOCKWAVE
•SHOTGUN • SLAY •SLEDGEHAMMER •SONAR •SPARTAN •SPIKE •SQUADRON
•STEADFAST •STINGER •STOMP •STRONGARM • SUBDUE •SURGE •TALON •TENACITY ª
TOTAL KILL •TOP GUN •TOUCHDOWN •TOUGH GUY •TRIGGER • TRIPLE THREAT
•TRIUMPH •TURBO •VALOR •VANQUISH •VERDICT •VOLLEY •WARRIOR •YIELD
SHIELD
1

Compiled from several sources, including “Pesticide Products Registered for Use In New York
State as of 2/1/2013,” http://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/27354.html
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Dreaming Into the Rain Forest: Toward a Living Relationship with Mother Earth
Stephen Potthoff
Wilmington College
Last summer during the 2012 FAHE
meeting held at Wilmington College
(Ohio), I had the honor of sharing a
collection of dreams gifted to me by a
class of tropical ecology students whom
I accompanied on a 2011 two week
research trip to Costa Rica. My
reflections on these dreams and their
evolving impact on me feature
prominently in a book on dreams and
ecospirituality I began writing last year
while on sabbatical as the Cadbury
Scholar at Pendle Hill. As I continue my
work, I strive to include the voices of the
many dreamers who have shared their
dream wisdom with me. I am grateful to
FAHE, Wilmington College, Pendle
Hill, and my students for the inspiration
they provide as I follow a deep leading
to promote healing by helping my fellow
human beings (re)connect in a positive,
balanced, and harmonious relationship
with the earth and living world.

Farallon island ecosystem off the
California coast who reported vivid and
disturbing dreams reflecting their
growing concern over the demise of this
singularly beautiful environment (San
Francisco
Chronicle,
July
28,
2010). Sitting in with my students on
the pre-trip tropical ecology lectures
offered by my colleague in the Biology
department, I began to wonder how the
global ecological crisis we were all
learning about might manifest through
dreams in the context of our own
upcoming encounter with some of the
most diverse and threatened tropical
ecosystems on the planet. I also
considered, to paraphrase ecotheologian
Thomas Berry in The Great Work (171172; 200 ), how encountering Costa
Rica’s extraordinarily diverse and often
formidable tropical environments might
activate the inner archetypal dream
world of my student colleagues, most of
whom had never set foot in a tropical
forest.

Inspiration for this dream project sprang
from an article I read about conservation
biologists working to preserve the

Volunteering to serve as the dream keep-
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er for the trip, I invited anyone in our
group who so desired to record in a
community dream journal any dreams
they experienced before, during, and
after our tropical research adven8ture. Our pre-trip class review of basic
dream recall enhancement tech-niques,
combined with the early mornings and
disrupted sleep schedules yielded a rich
crop of dreams from students and faculty
alike. Upon return I transcribed each
participant’s dreams, resending them to
each with a short list of questions to
encourage further reflection: What was
your most meaningful or significant
dream? If any of your dreams featured
natural imagery, or violent, disturbing
elements, what feelings do you
remember? What have you learned
about your relationship to the natural
world on this trip, and what role, if any,
did dream journaling play in this
process?

in relation to the natural world, but also
holds out the hope that we can transcend
that fear as the first step toward entering
a more authentic relationship with the
ecosystems that sustain and give us
life.
K. not only participated
courageously in our close studies of
fiercely protective acacia ants, but also
served as our main translator on the trip,
and thought nothing of placing over her
shoulders a burrowing python passed
around for us to hold at the La Selva
dry tropical forest research station.
The obvious courage K. discovered and
embraced through the dream process
manifests in her appearance as the
superhero Spiderman in the dream of
another student I’ll call J., who
reported: “After holding the burrowing
python for quite some time, somehow I
drop it! It takes off to the corner of the
mess hall at La Selva and slithers up the
downspout. I remember thinking, ‘What
will I do now?’ Then, at the blink of an
eye, super-spider K. comes in like a
flash and climbs the downspout like
Spiderman and rescues the snake from
the roof.” Afterwards J. reflects that
“snakes were on my mind just about
every day and on every hike,” but goes
on to conclude that his Spiderman dream
was really more about the heroism K.
showed as our main translator: “My
dream centered around a problem with a
snake that K. solved by recapturing the
snake and saving the day. K. was
constantly saving the day during the trip
with her exceptional Spanish speaking
skills. I caught myself using her to
communicate the entire trip, and it’s not
surprising that me using her as a crutch
in my dream popped up.” From the
perspective of Thomas Berry in The
Great Work (171-172), K. and J. were
tapping into the self-renewing, self-

Some of the most common dreams
students reported seemed to reveal an
inner process of familiarization and
adjustment to an exotically new,
sometimes frightening and potentially
dangerous
natural
and
cultural
environment. One student (K.) who
dreamed of killing an assassin version of
herself reflected: “My dreams are
almost always violent, but my dreams in
Costa Rica were scarier than normal. I
think this is because I am terrified of
insects, and had to deal with this fear on
a regular basis while in Costa Rica. In
my assassin dream, I think the assassins
represent fear, and after I conquered my
fear, I was free.” From my own
ecospiritual perspective, the fear K.
expressed—and conquered—in her
dream mirrors not only the pronounced
state of disconnection many human
beings in the modern world experience
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perpetuating energy of the hero
archetype in a process that, both on a
social and on a psycho-spiritual level,
gave others in our group the courage to
forge ahead with their own hero’s
journey into a new and unfamiliar land.

in exchange for a kiss). M.’s own
descent into the waters of the
unconscious brought her closer to her
“nature side”, and reflects in a personal
way M.’s transformed relationships to
her loved ones and to the natural world.

Archetypal animals like the snake and
the frog showed up in the dreams of
another student I’ll call M.: “I was
doing flip turns in a really big pool. The
pool was really huge. There was a snake
and a frog at the bottom of the pool. I
didn’t think they were real until they
came up and bit me. They sucked my
blood on my arm and left a
hickey….” Reflecting on this dream, M.
emphasizes
the
fear
she
remembered: “They bit me and sucked
my blood, so I was scared of
them.” Like her fellow students, M.
seems to have experienced significant
personal growth as a result of her hero’s
journey to Costa Rica, discovering inner
resources that helped her cope with
homesickness and her up close
encounter with the tropics. Regarding
the most valuable thing she learned
about herself and her relationship to the
natural world, she concluded: “I have a
big appreciation for other cultures. I
have grown because I have never been
that far away from my family and
friends and boyfriend for that long of a
time, without being able to speak or see
them. I also really got in touch with my
nature side, yes even including spiders
and snakes!” From a Jungian archetypal
perspective, the snake is associated with
birth and the passage to adulthood (as in
the garden of Eden story), while the frog
(as in the story of the Frog and the
Prince) is associated particularly with
transformation following descent into
the underworld (the well from which the
frog retrieves the princess’s lost bauble

I conclude with one final dream from a
student (H.), who recorded the following
before our trip: “I dreamed that my
mom and I were in Costa Rica on the
beach and we saw a leatherback turtle
right at our feet. I hurried to get a
camera as the turtle ran from us into the
ocean. Then it joined five other
leatherbacks in the water. I walked
along the beach taking their pictures
because they stayed very close to where
I was.” H. identified this as her most
significant dream “because my mind was
making everything seem more ‘foreign’
than it really was.” Throughout our trip,
H. expressed profound excitement and
curiosity about the many life forms she
encountered; her beautiful dream
embodies the spirited wonder that
students of any age can experience in
direct, close encounters with the natural
world. Drawing once again on the
perspective of Thomas Berry, whose
thinking was shaped profoundly by
Native American and other indigenous
spiritual traditions, I cannot help but see
reflected here in H’s dream not only the
Great Mother, but also Turtle Island,
Mother Earth who gives all of us life.
This small selection of student dreams
and subsequent reflections illustrates, in
Thomas Berry’s framework, some of the
many ways we as human beings, through
spontaneous dream experience, tap into
archetypal psychic energies which can
transform us and our relationship to the
natural, living world. I thank these
students and all those who have inspired
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http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/F
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me to continue my work as a teacher and
healer in the classroom and beyond.
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The Sustainability of Knowledge
Gary Farlow
Wright State University
Costello: Well then who's on first?
Abbott: 'Who' is on first!
Costello: I'm asking YOU who's on first.

Abbott: Yes.
Costello: I mean the fellow's name.

Abbott: That's the man's name.
(http://www.baseballalmanac.com/humor4.shtml)

Abbott: Who
Costello: The guy on first.
Abbott: Who!
Costello: The first baseman.

The comedy skit 'Who Is On First' is one
of the classic examples of two people
talking past each other. Why? Because
they do not assign the same meaning to
common words. It is funny because we,

Abbott: WHO!.
Costello: The guy playing...
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the audience, are aware of the double
entendre and the resulting confusion. It
is less funny to those involved. What
does this have to do with the
Sustainability of Knowledge? I believe
that a significant part of imparting
knowledge through teaching to the next
generation presumes a common lexicon
and common experience on which to
build a common and, one hopes,
extended understanding. For most of my
career, I assumed that my students and I
shared common experiences and a
common lexicon. This is, however, no
longer the case, at least not in Physics.

of the class raises their hand.
problem here is obvious.

The

Question posed in a physics class: 'What
is momentum?' Answer: 'It's what you
have when you are going to win an
election'.
The clear difficulty here,
aside from the obvious failure to have
read the book where the term is defined
as mass times velocity, is that a term
coined for Physics is now most
commonly used in politics. Although it
has similar connotation in the two fields,
that being 'something will naturally go
on unless stopped', the actual definition
is quite different in the different
contexts, and attempt to apply the
political meaning to the physical
situations yield confusion and mistakes.

Vignette:
A young student - not
necessarily a freshman - is in physics
lab. She/He is given a screw driver to
turn up the voltage on a power supply
whose adjustment knob is a slotted shaft.
(Those of you over 35 have seen these.)
The student picks up the screw driver
and looks at it with a "What is this for?"
expression. The problem here is we
have old equipment and all the devices
this student has seen are controlled by
digital "push buttons". Knobs, much less
knobs that have no obvious handle, are
unfamiliar.

Challenge posed in a physics class:
'Give me some examples of energy'.
Answers: 'gasoline, coal, solar, nuclear'.
Here the answers not only belie the
textbook definition, but show how
common use of the term 'energy' has
confused it with the media in which
'energy' is stored. The instructor cannot
help but talk past a student when
describing energy in a way that has no
reference to any medium.

Vignette: An instructor is describing
rotating objects and the fact the force of
gravity will cause the axis of rotation of
a spinning top to precess about the
vertical. This is done by completing
color coded drawings of arrows
representing the direction of the forces,
the axis of rotation, the spin of the top,
and the precession.
The class looks
completely blank. The instructor gets a
sudden inspiration, "How many of you
played with a top when you were little?".
Slightly less than 1/3 of the class raises
their hand. "How may of you know
what a top is?" Slightly more than 1/2

This works both ways. I was presenting
a picture of an object flying through the
air and was using a laser pointer to
indicate the path. My students told me
how to use a touch pen on the projector
to draw the path onto the projected
image. They practically rolled on the
floor at my delight over this "cool"
ability. In addition, I no longer try to
write computer programs. I get a better
product now by engaging a student to
write it for me.
I invite the reader to make a short list of
things which you assume that
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"everybody" knows, but which seem not
to be the case for your own field. Also,
make a list of things you assume are
taught in secondary school, but which
may not be the case for your own field.

Finally, make a list of skills you no
longer needs to teach to students for
them to advance in your discipline. My
lists are in Table 1.

Table 1.
Common Experience
use of screw drivers,
hammers, pliers
righty tighty - lefty
loosey
tops, gyroscopes

swings and merry-gorounds
pendulum
riding a bicycle

making a magnet

how to whistle

Assumed Commonly
Taught in High School
logarithms

Things I don't have to
teach any more
arithmetic tricks.

right triangle
trigonometry
use of the conditional
mood and conjugation
of verbs for this.
ability to locate sources
in a library (rather than
internet)
greek alphabet.
understanding that if
submitted work is
unreadable it does not
matter if it is right.
homework might
actually take a whole
week.
standard English
meanings of common
words

use of computers
computer programming

visual critique

spelling
graphing

the build up of static
electricity to make an
arc
suspending objects on
oppositely oriented
magnets
paying attention to
happenings going on
around one
Ineffective communication, due to lack
of common experience and inaccurate
assumptions, is not a new phenomenon.
I have in my bag of tricks to interest
prospective students some old toys,

mostly from the Appalachian mountain
regions of North Carolina and
Tennessee. One of these, a Gee Haw
Whimmy Diddle, has confounded
several full professors in the fields of
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both Mechanical Engineering and
Physics. Also, I remember confounding
my own teachers by unconventional uses
of "radical," "evil" and "gross" as a
student.
The last caused particular
problems in quantitative fields. It really
is not apparent what 12 dozen has to do
with describing something which is, in
fact, grotesque.

I invite the reader now to make a short
list of things which you feel obligated to
add to your students’ experience as part
of their formal education. In particular,
give thought to what criteria you should
use in making this judgment. My list is
in Table 2.

Table 2.
I Feel Obligated to Include in a Student’s Life
Experience:
A minimum set of assumptions and skills used in my
discipline.
Problem solving skills.
An attitude that I can learn anything and do anything,
although not necessarily perfectly.
The belief that I can teach myself, if I want to.
This leads to asking what measures will
help us talk to rather than past our
students, and vice versa.
I do not
suggest railing against the secondary
schools, particularly the secondary ones
for not preparing students properly. I
worked on a STEM initiative with high
school teachers some years ago. The
curricular restrictions and requirements
that these highly competent and
motivated teachers work under cannot be
imagined by anyone who has not been

there. I would quit. So, it is up to us to
take the students we get and take them
where we think they should end up.
I do not have a tried and true method for
connecting with modern students.
However, I do have some techniques,
based on my objectives, that help me to
avoid talking past students, which I list
in Table 3. I invite you to make your
own list.

Table 3.
1. I try to start every topic with "What do we mean by ....?"
This can cause confusion. There is an innate tendency of the
mind to try to draw correlations between the meaning of a term
brought to class and the "special" one that I insist they use.
This is an elementary exercise in the psychology of
'suspension of belief' that is particularly hard for students from
rather limited backgrounds.
2. If I am going to use a particular example of a phenomenon,
I try to ask "Do you know what this is?". I also try to have the
actual thing or a video handy just in case it is needed. Many
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of my students are sufficiently jaded by graphic manipulations
however that only "real" demonstrations have discernible
impact.
3. I have begun insisting that students write out the problem
they are solving in their own words, just to make sure we are
both solving the same problem. This often means two
student's grades are not comparable when one does a trivial
case and another does a more general case of what is
ostensibly the same problem.
4. If I assign a term paper, we have a whole class day that is
devoted to going to the library and using the resources located
there. Some of my seniors have never entered the library in
four years of schooling. Almost none are aware of the massive
collections of data and analysis available. They also find out
how much information exists that is not accessible from the
WEB.
5. If I can't figure what a student is doing, I try meeting with
the student and having an extended discussion until both of us
are clear about what the other means. We specifically discuss
how to leave the readers of their work with no opportunity to
misunderstand their intent. This quite frankly takes more time
than I have and is actually done only as a last resort.

I would like to tell you that I have
documented improved outcomes from
paying attention to making sure that I
consistently make intellectual contact
with students. I don't.
However
discerning what is occurring in students’
minds is somewhat like discerning the
will of God, as represented in the play
"Candle in the Straw":

James Naylor: It is not possible to
discern the mind of God and be sure of
it.
George Fox:
But, it is absolutely
necessary to do so.

******

Response to Gary Farlow
Anne Dalke
Bryn Mawr College
between what is said and what is
I attended - and enjoyed - Gary's talk @
received. By my lights, Gary's story - of
FAHE in June, and have enjoyed rea new generation of students who play
reading it now. I heard it, both times,
with different toys and tools, who have
from my own orientation, that of an
different experiences, and so do not
English professor, who starts from the
share the lexicon of our own generation presumption that there is always a gap
is a particular, local, temporal example
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of a much larger, long-standing phenomenon: the inevitability of "misses" when
we talk with one another. By my lights,
Gary's final wish - that when a student
has finished an extended discussion with
him, they both will have figured out
"how to leave the readers of their work
with no opportunity to misunderstand
their intent" - is not realizable.

language, and so the building of the
tower ceases.
But contemporary literary studies offers
a counter-story: lacking a common
language, we have a means of
discovering things we don't know. Our
gap in understanding is itself productive
of new meaning. There are, of course
"languages"- like those of mathematics
and computer programming- that aim to
be
unambiguous,
but
ordinary
"language" is invariably highly ambiguous, because its primary function is not
"simply" to transmit information, but to
do something more sophisticated and
bidirectional: elicit information fromand-about the receiver, find out what is
otherwise unknowable by the sender. An
ambiguous transmission, if pursued with
the right attitude, can have the effect of
linking the teller and her audience in a
conversation - ideally, in a dialectic from
which new things emerge.

When we try to communicate with one
another, there will always be something
that exceeds our intent. For me, this is
less a problem than the source of great
pleasure--and great productivity. Every
story falls short, needing to be extended
and exceeded by its interpretation. We
make "meaning" as we try to bridge the
gap between what we know and what we
do not understand. Strikingly, this
process is facilitated by the inexactness
with which we hear one another's
accounts.
Recognizing the productivity of our
inability to hear exactly what each other
says constitutes a fundamental revision
of one of the primary Judeo-Christian
myths about what is needed to facilitate
human interaction. In the Genesis story
of the building of the Tower of Babel,
"the LORD said, Behold, the people is
one, and they have all one language...and
now nothing will be restrained from
them, which they have imagined to
do....let us go down, and there confound
their language, that they may not
understand one another's speech." In the
Biblical version, the people are
powerless to act without a common

The use-value of language emerges in
these transitional moments or interstitial
places where negotiation is necessary and where (therefore) meanings need to
be constructed. Each time a new story is
told, at each of these levels, it identifies in ways that are unpredictable
beforehand - other tales not yet
articulated. "Sustaining knowledge," as
it is now understood by literary critics
like me, is a process in which both writer
and reader, teller and hearer, are altered
- and are in turn altered by.

******
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Response to Gary Farlow and Anne Dalke
Jeffrey Dudiak
The King’s University
In his piece, “The Sustainability of
Knowledge,” Gary Farlow speaks of the
“gap” (Anne Dalke’s description) that all
of us who teach have experienced when
what we take to be an assumed point of
reference, and that we hope to employ
for the sake of pedagogical illumination,
evokes in our students not the hoped for
light of recognition, but a blank stare of
incomprehension. My initial response to
such occurrences (admittedly closer to
Gary’s dismay than to Anne’s spirit of
celebration) generally falls somewhere
between incredulity and exasperation. In
such moments I am genuinely torn
between a sincere desire to bow to the
ubiquitous contemporary demand to be
“student centered” and “meet them
where they are,” and an equally sincere
conviction that to do so is to
compromise a genuine educational goal:
not to meet students over there, but to
invite them over here! And this applies
not only to pieces of knowledge, but to
skills and abilities (e.g., learning styles)
as well. We are advised these days that
we need to change up our activities in
class frequently, as our students have
attention spans of only a dozen minutes
or so (and getting shorter - thanks to
MTV apparently), and it is implied that
students can only effectively “hear” a
lecture if it is accompanied by easy to
follow outlines provided on Powerpoint
slides - preferably accompanied by
quirky images, with varying fonts in
multiple colors, which must, of course,
be made to slide in, and then back out,
while rotating. It would be even better,

we are told, if we could communicate
the basics of Aristotle’s ethics to
students by somehow tying the teaching
of them into social media! Innovation is
the new effectiveness. If any of this is
true, it shouldn’t be. Does one capitulate
by pandering to what is wrong with the
world in order to find a foothold in it, or
fight it, and risk never getting any
traction at all? “I am going to lecture for
fifty minutes, using the blackboard
occasionally, if necessary, and if all that
happens over our thirteen weeks together
is that students’ attention spans are
expanded from twelve to thirteen
minutes, I will consider their thousand
dollars, and my efforts, well enough
spent!” That is not really my attitude,
but it’s a genuine temptation.
Of course, I have staged things here as a
forced and false “either-or.” Nobody
wants to meet students where they are to
simply leave them there, and nobody
simply insists that students get
themselves to where they need to go on
their own, to meet up with their
professors on arrival; we can easily
understand that the point of meeting
them over there is to get them over here,
and the latter is impossible without the
former. As Gary puts it: “It is up to us to
take the students we get (by which he
means meet them where they are, I
think) and take them where we think
they should end up.” Even if we can
agree on this, the point is that the “gap”
between here and there is often broader
than we might first think, and more
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difficult to bridge than we might hope which is what Gary’s paper highlights.
He challenges us to be more attentive to
this gap, and to think in more systematic
and deliberate ways about how to bridge
it.

such differences, rather than invite them
in. But this distinction may be less than
absolute.
For Gadamer and philosophical hermeneutics, the meaning of
die Sache (the subject matter, that which
is under consideration) is always a
function of its place within a larger
network of meanings, of which none of
us are master. “Language” (by which is
meant this larger network of meanings in
which we live and move and have our
being ) “speaks us more than we speak
it,” as Gadamer, following Heidegger,
maintains.
It is by means of an
encounter with those who bring to our
always finite horizons of meaning a
difference that challenges, that our
understandings, broadened by an
encounter with foreign horizons, are
illuminated. Scientia, “knowledge,” of
whatever kind, if it is to be meaningful,
is discursive.

In her response to Gary, Anne Dalke
helpfully suggests an alternative to this
model of “bridging the gap,” one in
which the “gap” is not taken as an
obstacle, but as a joyful space for the
free play of meaning-making, for
meeting “the other”, for creative
interpretation, for the “loving struggle
for truth” (as the German existentialist
Karl Jaspers has put it). In philosophical
hermeneutics (at least in the phrase of
the thinker whose name is most
commonly associated with this field,
Hans-Georg Gadamer) this process is
known as “the fusion of horizons” (and
who can resist an oh-so-marvelouslyGermanic term like Horizontverschmelzung?). On the surface of things at least,
this suggestion seems more apt to
Anne’s field of English, than to Gary’s
field of physics (as she admits): the
“truth” about Banquo’s ghost would
seem to be more credibly produced
across a broad and open conversation
between people of diverse life situations
and experiences than would be the
“truth” of Bernoulli’s principle, for
example -- the at least purported point of
science being to bracket out any and all

On either Gary’s or Anne’s model, the
encounter with, and transmission of,
truth would reside in the efficacy of
“conversation,” a “turning together
with,” which need not be (and in some
cases perhaps should not be) a purely
democratic one. Thanks to Gary, and
Anne, for helping us consider, both
theoretically and practically, the
contours that such a conversation might
best take.

******
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Mindfulness in Classroom Learning: Centering Disequilibrium
Peter V. Oliver
University of Hartford
Learning is an interactive process,
whether it is between two (or more)
individuals or within individuals
themselves. Jean Piaget and Lev
Vygotsky,
both
cognitive
developmental
theorists,
wrote
eloquently and extensively about this
process.

existing schemas may not be
applicable and the original schema
(in this case, tying shoelaces) must
be re-shaped or abandoned in favor
of another strategy. So, imagine if
you were to put on a pair of boots
that had buckles instead of laces, and
you had not seen buckles before.
Your ability to tie shoe laces would
not be relevant to this new task and
you might experience frustration or
confusion as you struggle to make
sense of your task and, more
importantly, solve it. Piaget referred
to the cognitive tension or frustration
(when existing schemas do not serve
a purpose) as Disequilibrium. You
need to come up with a new strategy
to fasten the boots. The process of
revising or creating a new schema is
called Accommodation. Disequilibrium, then, provides the necessary
tension to motivate someone to seek
out new solutions to solve problems.
To Piaget, the learning process is
intra-psychic,
meaning
that

For his part, Piaget argued that
individuals apply “schemas” or
categories of perception, strategy, or
experience to solve problems. For
instance, when faced with a familiar
problem such as tying one’s
shoelaces, individuals apply existing
schemas, that is, strategies that have
been
used
previously
and
successfully. Thus, in theory, you
could put on any pair of shoes with
laces and, without having to think
about it, tie them without a problem.
The process of applying existing
schemas
is
referred
to
as
Assimilation.
When faced with
novel situations that are unfamiliar,
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individuals must essentially figure
things out on their own and construct
personal
meaning
through
experience.
In the classroom,
teachers can offer suggestions, hints,
or ask useful questions, but short of
taking over and completing the task
for you, they can’t do it for you.

It is the process of Disequilibrium
that I want to focus on now. We
began with the premise that
Disequilibrium occurs in equal
measure on both sides of the desk;
most
students
and
teachers
experience moments of Disequilibrium in the teaching-learning
process. As much as students might
experience frustration when not
knowing something, I would argue
that teachers, too, experience
Disequilibrium when lessons do not
go as planned and students do not
learn something. Such experiences
may, at the very least, be frustrating
and at the extreme, cause an
individual to give up completely.

Turning to Vygotsky, his approach to
problem solving is less about intrapsychic processes and more about
interactive ones.
Specifically,
Vygotsky argued that learning occurs
in the zone between an individual’s
current
level
of
independent
functioning and what he/she can do
with guidance or support from more
skillful or knowledgeable others. He
called this space of learning, the
Zone of Proximal Development.
Therefore, to Vygotsky we learn to
tie shoes or buckle boots because we
have learned these skills from
someone else who knows better or
more than we do. Disequilibrium
would occur, for example, when
someone neither possesses the
necessary skills to solve a problem,
nor is capable of learning the
required skill because it is outside of
his/her zone.

Therefore, it would seem that, to
some extent, Disequilibrium is an
inevitable part of the teachinglearning experience for both students
and teachers and that it would
behoove both parties to learn how to
“be”
with
frustration
and
disequilibrium in skillful and
constructive ways.
How then, should teachers support
students who are in the midst of
these unpleasant emotional states?
Put another way, how should
teachers encourage frustrated or
confused students to remain attentive
and on-task? Moreover, how should
teachers
address
their
own
experience
of
Disequilibrium?
Answers to these questions depend,
in part, on whether Disequilibrium is
viewed as an undesirable experience
to be avoided or overcome, or if
Disequilibrium is perceived as a
necessary and potentially valuable
experience in the teaching-learning
process.

In summary, then, Vygotsky sees
learning as interactive, and Piaget
sees learning as intra-active (or
within oneself).
Despite their
differences, however, one commonality between Vygotsky and Piaget is
their insistence that when we
confront problems or challenges, our
habitual ways of thinking and
behaving are applied, and if they are
not successful, strategies or solutions
must be changed or abandoned.
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To begin to address these questions,
let us consider context. We live in a
digital age where, with a single click
of a mouse or push of a button, we
can experience instant gratification
in the form of ‘overnight shipping’
an instant download, or a tweet or
instant message. We can find out
everything we want to know about
pretty much anything. Want a book
or to hear your favorite song?
Download it. Want an answer
immediately, Google it. While the
immediacy and availability of such
technology offer distinct advantages
in today’s world, I think that there is
a severe downside to these resources;
as humans we are losing the
psychological skill of deferring
gratification as well as the ability to
sit patiently with the frustration of
not knowing something. As such, I
would
argue
that
frustration
tolerance, or the ability to sit with
disequilibrium, is a skill that is
losing its power to sustain people’s
attention and interest, and keep them
engaged. This ever-widening gap in
the human psyche has significant
implications for the teachinglearning process and classroom
instruction.

frustration and confusion with much
equanimity because it forces us to
confront our own fallible and
insecure natures. Thus, I believe that
humans do not naturally possess the
ability to ‘be’ with frustration in a
positive way or to even see it as a
potentially worthwhile experience.
Consequently, I would imagine that
in the midst of the unpleasantness of
Disequilibrium, most individuals
(students and teachers alike) would
be more inclined to turn away from
the experience of Disequilibrium,
rather than tuning into their internal
‘unpleasant’
process
with
compassion and grace. Shumsky
suggests that developing a tolerance
for ambiguity and frustration are
important skills to cultivate as long
as frustration (and presumably
Disequilibrium) is not considered a
negative trait or quality and that it
does not cause someone to withdraw
from the teaching-learning process.
I would argue that far from negative,
Disequilibrium is a valuable
emotional and cognitive state that
can actually be transformative in
promoting learning and instilling
confidence for both teachers and
students, as long as they embrace
disequilibrium as an important part
of the teaching-learning process.
Furthermore, it is critical that
students and teachers also realize
that they possess not only the means
to empower themselves to work with
disequilibrium, but are instructed
how to do so skillfully. The essential
point here is that confusion and
frustration are not to be avoided in
the teaching and learning process. In
fact, they should be encouraged!
Since negative emotional and

I like what Abraham Shumsky
(1968, p.17) describes as “the fear of
confusion” which essentially means
that effective teaching is regarded as
the absence of confusion and
frustration. We create student and
teacher awards for success, not for
the ability to be with confusion in
skillful ways. Our culture does not
regard confusion and frustration as
ideal or sought-after states of being.
No, I would suggest that the opposite
is true; we generally do not tolerate
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cognitive
reactions,
such
as
frustration and confusion, are going
to occur during the teaching-learning
process, it seems wiser to learn how
to work skillfully with these
unpleasant states, instead of learning
about how best to avoid them
altogether.

(2) Normalizing the Disequilibrium
experience so that it is not met with
resistance and negative judgment
but, rather, with compassion and
optimism. According to the process,
as individuals experience Disequilibrium, it is important for students
and teachers to become ‘aware’ of
the experience without judgment or
shame. In this step, the goal is for
teacher and students to normalize
disequilibrium as a natural process
that is to be expected as they
encounter strange and unfamiliar
experiences and information that
may be confusing or challenging.

Nonetheless, although awareness of
the potential value of disequilibrium
is a positive step, awareness itself is
not the solution. To cultivate an
individual’s capacity to be with
Disequilibrium skillfully and with
equanimity, considerable changes of
attitude and perception are required.
Toward that end, I have outlined a
four-step process (Oliver, 2013).
While there is overlap among the
steps, each one has important
meaning and purpose in the whole
experience.
In brief, the steps
include the following four elements:

(3) Mindfulness Strategies – Mindfulness has been defined in many
ways and is essentially an
individual’s capacity to be aware of
what one is experiencing in the
present moment, i.e., thoughts,
feelings, and/or physical sensations.
Traced to Buddhism and other
contemplative
practices
that
emphasize the value and simplicity
of “awareness” as a crucial skill in
an individual’s health and wellbeing, Mindfulness is a potentially
powerful ally in working with
Disequilibrium. There is a significant
difference between feeling confused
and frustrated and being “aware” that
one is feeling confused and
frustrated. What may appear at first
blush as just a meaningless play on
semantics, awareness may quite
actually be the difference between a
response of skillful persistence and a
reactionary pattern that causes one to
tune out from learning situations.

(1) Cultivating awareness and appreciation for Disequilibrium’s ability to
teach people that they have the
internal means to ‘be’ with
unpleasant states with a fair measure
of compassion and patience.
Consistent with a holistic model of
health and wellness, one would learn
to recognize Disequilibrium on the
physical, intellectual, emotional, and
spiritual levels. Here the essential
goal is to familiarize oneself with
typical
reaction
patterns
to
frustration and confusion.
The
‘spiritual’ dimension is about an
individual’s ability to find a higher
sense of purpose and meaning in his
or her experiences. This seems
consistent with the Quaker concept
of seeking clearness in the Divine
presence.

Without the ability to ‘be’ with
thoughts or aware of thoughts,
thinking can run rampant, leaving
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someone more confused and
frustrated. The essential point here
is that interestingly, and perhaps
even paradoxically, thinking can
become
a
contributor
to
disequilibrium, especially when
thoughts do not arise from clear
seeing. Thoughts generated by a
frustrated mind tend to spiral to more
frustration. Some problems with
thinking cannot be solved at the level
of thinking. By cultivating a clear
mind, clear seeing becomes not only
possible, but even more likely.

equanimity
becomes
vitally
important so that individuals learn to
appreciate the ebb and flow of
negative thoughts and reactions as
simply a normal part of the teachinglearning process. With diligent
practice comes increased familiarity
and awareness of one’s experiences,
so that one can then learn to apply
skillful responses to unpleasant states
as they arise rather than be driven by
habitual reaction patterns that are not
apt to yield creative and insightful
solutions.

(4)
Sustained
and
Regular
Mindfulness Practice: The goal of
this step is to learn to recognize
habitual reaction patterns so that
Disequilibrium becomes recognized
more readily. Here is where
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The Morphing of America’s Liberal Arts Colleges
Theodore Sawruk
University of Hartford
Higher education has recently come
under significant attack from various
external and internal aggressors.
Academics and administrators are
being forced to reassess the value,
construct and cost of education.
Colleges and curriculums are asked
to be more accountable, more
affordable and more germane. A
number of articles in educational
journals and INSIDE Higher Ed have
addressed a growing crisis targeting
liberal arts education, and the
shrinking number of colleges and
universities that offer the traditional
liberal-arts model. In May 2010,
Education
Digest
printed
a
condensed version of The Morphing
of America’s Liberal Arts Colleges
by Frank DiMaria. This review
article sought to more fully
understand the nature of liberal arts
education and to respond to aspects
of the current commentary.

include the Little Three: Colby,
Bates and Bowdoin; the Little Ivy
Colleges: Williams, Wesleyan and
Amherst; and the predominantly female Seven Sisters.
These
institutions promote an educational
experience characterized by three
primary aspects: a) a smaller scale
with individual attention provided to
each student, b) a residential
experience that supports a variety of
cultural, political and intellectual
events, and c) a two-year general
education
foundation
before
declaring a major. Important to this
discussion, the term “liberal arts”
generally refers to the humanities or
an education not relating to a
professional, vocational or technical
curricula.
In 1990, David W. Breneman
published a controversial study, Are
We Losing our Liberal Arts
Colleges? He found only 212 liberal
arts colleges in the United Sates. He
cited a growing trend, where many
of the historic liberal arts colleges
were evolving into “career-oriented
professional colleges.” (DiMaria,
2010)

Although established in Europe, the
ideal of a humanist curriculum
grounded in classical languages,
literature and critical thinking found
its home in small colleges
throughout
the United States.
Some noted prominent examples
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DiMaria’s article (2010) summarized
the recent work of Vicki L. Baker
and Roger G. Baldwin, who reexamined the state of America’s
liberal arts colleges in a study,
Where Are They Now? Revisiting
Breneman’s Study of the Liberal Arts
Colleges. Using the same criteria as
the 1990 study, Baker and Baldwin
found that of the 212 previous
schools, only 137 could now be
classified as liberal-arts colleges.
They went on to explain that many
of the schools had not closed, but
had instead transitioned into new
versions of themselves. “In order to
survive, all organizations must adapt.
The question becomes: how… in this
environment to remain viable and
attractive…?” (p. 13) Many colleges
added professional or graduate
programs, others simply merged with
larger institutions. Thirty-six had
experienced “mission creep,” an
education term used to describe a
dramatic change in an institutional
mission usually a shift towards a
research focus. Baker and Baldwin
considered these transformations
more of a necessary evolution than a
grave loss.

reputations and large endowments.
In turn, many enrollment-driven or
tuition-dependent
schools
have
found it fortuitous to weave a
traditional liberal arts core with more
vocational preparation. They state
that vocationally oriented students
are more concerned with financial
rewards than with “common liberal
arts goals, such as developing a
meaningful philosophy of life or
promoting
tolerance
and
understanding
among
diverse
groups.” (p. 12.)
Yet, these remain important goals.
The definition of a liberal arts model
is not just determined by class size
and residential life. If that was the
case, all small colleges could provide
professional and technical education,
within a personal and communal
environment. There is more to a true
liberal arts education than just
student-teacher ratios and physical
environment.
Founded in the fifth century BC, the
classical liberal arts have provided
transformational education for over
2500 years. The original goal was to
create “two handed worriers,” men
and women committed to both the
life of the mind and the life of the
spirit. In his article, The GrecoRoman Liberal Arts: When Students
were More Than Just Numbers, Gary
David Stratton (2011) wrote, “the
liberal arts tradition grew out of the
Greco-Roman ideal of developing a
life of the mind in a soul nurturing
relational environment.” Aristotle,
building on his experiences with
Socrates and Plato, asserted that
virtue and friendship were the
inseparable foundations of education

Baker and Baldwin (DiMaria, 2011)
understood that, though it may
drastically
reduce
educational
options, some small schools are
naturally morphing in response to the
current financial crisis, peer pressure
and market influences. (In August
2012, the Kiplinger Report listed the
Liberal Arts as one of the worst
college majors for your career, based
on
low
salaries
and
high
unemployment.) They implied that
some liberal arts colleges have
survived intact due to strong
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have produced some of the country’s
top scientists, world leaders and
business leaders. While relatively
diverse and even competitive at
times, both the philosophical and
oratorical educational traditions
fostered highly collegial, “spiritual”
and communal learning environments.

and
that
the
teacher-friend
relationship involved a commitment
that affected the student’s entire life.
(Wilkins, 1992. cited in Stratton,
2011) There was once a shared
vision of an advanced culture
teeming with virtuous truth-seeking
leaders, (Reuben, 1996, as sited in
Stratton, 2011) but that vibrant
dream appears to have faded.
Socrates, Plato and Aristotle would
be shocked to find the pragmatic,
depersonalized
and
mercenary
approach to education currently
dominating many colleges and
universities. One can only imagine
what they would say about the tragic
decline of relationally-based, moral
education.

These two educational streams
eventually morphed in the Middleages, emerging as the seven liberal
arts, a curriculum based on the
Trivium – grammar, rhetoric logic,
and the Quadrivium – arithmetic,
music, geometry and astronomy.
The aim of these studies was not just
to educate, but to produce a virtuous,
knowledgeable
and
articulate
“citizen,” someone who could
actively participate in civic life and
public debate.
During the
Renaissance,
Italian
humanists
restructured and expanded the
Trivium,
creating
the
Studia
humanitatis. Ethics replaced logic,
poetry replaced grammar and
rhetoric evolved into history. By the
sixteenth century, the educational
curriculum of humanism spread
throughout Europe and became the
educational foundation for societies’
elite: aristocrats, politicians, clergy
and the learned professions of
architecture, law and medicine.

Bruce A. Kimball, (1986) when
writing on Orators and Philosophers: A History of the Idea of
Liberal Education, identified two
discernible streams in the liberal arts
traditions, the philosophical and the
oratorical. Initiated by Socrates and
refined by Aristotle, the Greek
philosophical tradition conceived of
the liberal arts as “liberating arts,” in
that they freed the mind of traditional
beliefs
accepted
uncritically,
allowing for the further evaluation of
values as true or good. (Stratton,
2011) In turn, the Roman oratorical
tradition, founded by Cicero, focused
on developing citizens as enlightened
leaders, and liberating them from the
pragmatic concerns of learning a
trade. “They were learning to think
so that they could lead their culture
toward the good, the beautiful and
the true.” (Kimball, as cited in
Stratton, 2011) Baker and Baldwin
(DiMaria, 2010) remind us that
historically these educational values

However, a sincere understanding of
the value of a liberal arts education
cannot be reduced to a mere
examination of course content, for it
is the combination of an educational
philosophy with a vital teaching
methodology, all set within a
nurturing community environment
that distinguishes the liberal arts
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model. The “morphing” occurring
today within liberal arts colleges is
therefore not merely a shift in
curriculum, but mirrors a greater loss
of heritage and the slow decline of
long established civic values in
American society.
In the
contemporary quest for job security
and higher salaries, can we afford to
ignore critical thinking, academic
enquirery and ethical debate? In an
article posted on Inside Higher Ed,
Study Finds that Liberal Arts
Colleges are Disappearing, Scott
Jaschik (2012) commented on Baker
and Baldwin’s 2009 article. Victor
E. Ferrall Jr., president emeritus of
Beloit College, was quoted by
Jaschik (2012),
The problem is not that some
places (that still) call themselves
‘liberal-arts colleges’ really
aren’t any more, but rather that
the number of Americans who
see the great value a liberal arts
education provides is dwindling.
The crisis is that “fewer and fewer
(Americans) value the liberal arts
education the colleges provide.” If
liberal arts colleges are going to
survive they need to do a better job
articulating and justifying the value
of the education they offer. “Parents
and children want to know that the
education and professional outcomes
are there and worth the high price tag
associated with a liberal arts
education.” (DiMaria, 2010, p.15)

apart from the others? The
foundation of the Alverno experience
is made-up of eight building blocks:
Communication, Analysis, Problem
Solving, Valuing, Social Interactions, Developing a Global
Perspective, Effective Citizenship
and Aesthetic Engagement. The
college argues that this core of
abilities are needed “to create an
effective and relevant learning
experience,” and “it is what sets us
and you apart from the crowd.”
(Alverno, 2012) Each student is
expected to master each of the eight
abilities. The “mastery” requirement
goes beyond the more usual
academic experience of “exposure”
or “understanding” and demands a
more rigorous curriculum, one that
leads to a more dramatic impact on a
student’s education.
Alverno believes that its abilitybased education is a model for the
real world, and it provides a learning
experience that is more valued by
graduate schools and the professional
world.
It is this valued-added,
enhanced content/experience that
gives their curriculum significance in
a contemporary market. If a student
considering Alverno understands that
her liberal-arts degree will be seen as
superior by graduate programs
nationally, then the Alverno degree
has a career value above and beyond
that of a more focused curriculum
from a less expensive college or
university.

Many critics have heralded the
achievements of Alverno College,
where a distinctive ability-based
curriculum advances the merit and
relevance of a liberal arts education.
But what sets this liberal-arts college

Additionally, Alverno College has
opted to initiate its own internal
assessment and evidence-based
learning methodology, which is
expected of both teachers and
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experience, say “they benefited
dramatically personally, professsionally, academically and socially
from their college experience.”
(Simmons, 2012)

students alike.
Assessments are
entrenched in the school’s pedagogy;
thereby imposing self-evaluation and
documented achievement on the
curriculum, course delivery and
performance outcomes.
These
actions, aggressively advertised to
the public, preempt any requirement
of a curriculum accreditation.
Alverno has wisely taken the steps to
salvage its reputation and advance
the merit of a liberal arts education.
It is setting a new standard and
providing a prime model for other
liberal arts colleges to follow.

In a separate study conducted by the
Office of Institutional Research at
Dickinson College, a recent survey
of the 2006 graduating class showed
that 94% of alumni were either
working full-time or enrolled in a
graduate program.
Eighty-two
percent of those working full-time
reported they were more than
satisfied with their current job.
Jason Gong, now working for
American Express, credited his
Dickinson experience for his
professional success,

A positive, recent report related to
the liberal arts, was an article by
Michelle Simmons, (2012) in which
she championed the continued value
and impact of the liberal arts college
experience. Based on a study by The
Annapolis Group (a consortium of
130 liberal-arts colleges and
universities), 2,700 alumni of top-tier
private and public schools were
interviewed in 2002 and 2011.
Three critical questions were asked
related to: value for cost, method of
content delivery and value of
product. The findings gave vital
ammunition to those defending
traditional
liberal-arts
colleges.
Almost eighty percent of those
polled rated their undergraduate
experience as excellent and reported
benefiting from the high-quality,
teaching-oriented model. Factoring
highly in the report were small class
sizes,
personalized
attention,
undergraduate-teacher
research
opportunities and service-learning
activities. Overwhelming evidence
showed that the alumni of private
liberal
arts
colleges,
where
residential life was a part of the core

I developed the confidence to
take risks and learned to trust
my instinct – these are lessons
that have yielded tremendous
rewards in my professional
and personal life. (Simmons,
2012)
In conclusion, it appears as though
liberal arts schools should not be
quick to abandon centuries old, tried
and true methods of education, as the
return on their students’ investments
“continues to grow long after
graduation.” (Simmons, 2012) Such
schools may, instead, need to
become more competitive, actively
securing and validating their
curriculums and more rigorously
promoting the advantages intrinsic in
their transformational approach to
education. In an age where students
are expected to change their career
five times in one lifetime, a solid,
broad-based and humanist education
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may just be what is needed to
survive professionally and prosper
financially.

Simmons,
Michelle.
(2012).
According to a recent study,
the answer is a definitive yes,
especially among alumni of
private residential colleges
like Dickerson.
Stratton, Gary David, (2011) The
Greco-roman liberal arts:
When students were more
than just numbers. Origins of
Higher Education, (July 13,
2011)
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Afghanistan: What Friends Already Knew
Matt Southworth
Friends Committee on National Legislation
Michael T. Snarr
Wilmington College
In 2011, the war in Afghanistan was
at a pivotal point. For twelve long
years the United States had been
militarily engaged in Afghanistan.
Operation costs for military, civilian
and development efforts had cost
U.S. taxpayers more than $600
billion dollars and more than 2,000
U.S. lives. At home, the popularity
of the war was declining among the
American public, U.S. strategy was
being questioned by the left and
right, and the Obama Administration
was struggling to determine future
U.S. policy. These statistics did not
adequately capture the toll of human
suffering—from broken families to
suicides and contributions to
humanity that will be forever lost,
the human costs are incalculable.
This is to say nothing of the human
suffering endured by Afghans or the

long term costs to the U.S. reputation
abroad. In short, there were so many
drawbacks to the U.S. war in
Afghanistan, it was hard to see how
one could try to justify it.
Yet, around Capitol Hill, the war had
been justified by many congressional
offices
when
the
Obama
administration
announced
an
escalation of the U.S. war in
Afghanistan in 2009. In fact, many
offices—even those that had initially
been critical of U.S. engagement in
Iraq—fell largely silent. Some antiwar elected officials persisted, but
there was a notable and precipitous
decline in support of anti-war
legislation
in
the
Democratcontrolled House and Senate. Herein
lay the problem: the coalition of
members exercising congressional
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oversight went off duty and the war
went further off track. Those
responsible for authorizing the war
and appropriating funds to fight it no
longer had a clear picture of what
was happening on the ground.

For these and many other reasons,
planning the trip required several
iterations. The first focused on
bringing members of Congress and
key staff to Afghanistan. The State
Department sternly cautioned these
members against traveling outside of
congressional norms, and they thus
backed out. However, staff in some
offices remained interested, so the
trip shifted from a Co-Del to a StaffDel. We then decided to include
journalists and other NGO leaders.

In an effort to erode the so-called
reality gap by bringing members of
Congress and staff to Afghanistan,
FCNL chose to organize an underthe-radar Congressional trip (i.e., one
without official US Government
help) to the region. Congress does
have protocol for trips abroad—
especially when traveling to places
like Afghanistan. These delegations,
known on Capitol Hill as
Congressional Delegations (CoDels), take members overseas with
huge security entourages, usually for
48 hours or less. Staff delegations
(Staff-Dels) sometimes last longer,
but have equal constraints around
security. Since the Pentagon
provides security and the State
Department organizes the trip, these
delegations are inherently biased.

In short order, $30,000 was raised,
the House Ethics Committee
approved the trip and the schedule
came
together.
The
Friends
Committee on National Legislation
coordinated
with
Wilmington
College, a Quaker school in
Wilmington, Ohio, to finalize the
details.
In the end, the group consisted of
two congressional
staff, two
journalists, three policy experts
(including Matt Southworth) and an
academic (Michael Snarr.)

Organizing
an
under-the-radar
delegation presents a set of unique
challenges. First, it is highly
irregular for elected officials to go to
a war zone without security for an
obvious reason—it is tremendously
dangerous. Second, since organizing
such a trip without U.S. Departments
of State and Defense is generally
taboo, congressional members are
reluctant to participate. Third, there
are endless logistical hurdles to
overcome, from getting approval of
congressional ethics committees to
raising funds to acquiring visas and
so on.

We spent a total of five days at a safe
house in the capital, Kabul. Due to
security concerns we did not venture
outside of the city, spending nearly
all of our time shuttling to and from
meetings on a mini-bus. Most of the
meetings were with Afghan and
Western nongovernmental groups.
The former included the Afghanistan
Independent Human Rights Commission, Integrity Watch – Afghanistan, and a former Taliban leader;
the latter included Oxfam, CARE
International and the Institute for
War and Peace Reporting. We also
met with Afghan governmental
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agencies, such as the Ministry of
Women’s Affairs and Ministry of
Refugees and Repatriations, as well
as U.S. governmental organizations
like the United Institute of Peace.

essential that the U.S. and the
international community work to
build the capacity of civil society.
This, on its face, seems like a
contradiction, but it is not. The U.S.
and international role here could be
to provide funding and political
space. Then, international actors
should step back to let Afghans take
the lead. This is consistently tried on
the military side, but not often
enough on the civilian side.
Additionally, this capacity building
is one potential way to shore up
some of the progress that has been
made—in education, healthcare and
other areas—over the last 10 years.

We had many highly informative
discussions on a wide array of topics,
including human rights, terrorism,
agriculture, refugees, and poverty.
Though each meeting focused on the
particular work each group did, in
the end, we asked every group the
same question: “With the United
States planning to dramatically draw
down troops by 2014, what can the
U.S. do between now and then to
reduce the chance of violence or
even civil war?”

Lesson #2: There is no military
solution. The idea that peace can be
established in Afghanistan through
military force was very unpopular
among the Afghan groups we met
with. This perspective has been
echoed within the U.S. military in
recent years. Both General David
Petraeus and General Stanley
McChrystal, two of the most
infamous Afghan war commanders,
acknowledged this reality early on in
their respective roles as commanders
in Afghanistan. This perspective led
to the employment of the
counterinsurgency (COIN) strategy
— the effort to “win hearts and
minds” that never quite translated
into peace and stability—the primary
reason being the over-emphasis on
military due to the ill-conceived
notion that the U.S. could fight its
way to a political settlement.

These discussions brought several
interesting themes to light. There
were some issues on which the
groups disagreed, such as the timing
of U.S. and NATO withdrawal.
Some groups thought immediate
withdrawal would be best to stabilize
the country, while others thought a
quick removal of foreign forces
would lead to even greater
instability. Despite some of these
disagreements, there were also points
on which there was widespread
agreement.
What
we
found
particularly interesting was that so
many of these strongly coincided
with the wisdom of Quakers. Below
we highlight those findings that
should not surprise Quakers.
Lesson #1: Build civil society
capacity. Those best suited to
provide solutions for Afghan
problems
are
Afghans,
not
international actors. In order for
Afghans to become empowered, it is

Lesson #3: Regional peace is
required. Although news reports on
the war in Afghanistan usually focus
on the United States, NATO,
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Pakistan, and Afghanistan, several
other countries are critical players.
China, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, and
Iran—to name a few—are key
players as well. In particular, Iran
presents a thorny problem for the
United States. Iran has a vested
interest in its neighbor to the east. As
a result, Iran has played a less than
constructive role in Afghanistan. In
short, Iran is part of the problem in
Afghanistan, and needs to be a key
actor in a regional peace, according
to
the
Afghan
groups
we
interviewed. Since United StatesIranian
relations
have
been
extremely tense, due to U.S. and
Israeli concern over the Iranian
nuclear program, the U.S. has
demonized Iran. This has made it
very difficult for the U.S. to reach
out to Iran and include it any
negotiations.

Grievances between these two
groups stretch back decades and
largely supersede ethnic divides.
Afghanistan cannot expect to move
forward without addressing the
issues which weigh so heavily on all
current efforts to forward peace and
stability.
These are just four of many lessons
that we took from our trip to
Afghanistan. We could certainly
break down each of these lessons
into their own essay with many
subsets of points. We also
approached
the
conflict
in
Afghanistan with a perspective that
is uniquely American, which may
not be consistent with Afghan
perspectives on these issues. What
we found particularly interesting,
though, was that these lessons
closely match Quaker wisdom. The
clearest example is that there is not a
military solution to Afghanistan.
Since we both are fully immersed in
Quaker institutions, these findings
were especially affirming for us. We
think other Friends will share this
sense of affirmation.

Lesson #4: Real, lasting peace can
only be achieved through legitimate
conflict resolution. This is not
resolution between the current
Taliban and Afghan people—though
that will eventually need to take
place too. These dialogues must take
place between ordinary Afghans and
the warlords that hold much of the
power
across
the
country.

******
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The Art of Silence: Exploration of an Artistic Medium
Rebecca Leuchak
Roger Williams University
Music, Cage’s artistic art form, has always
involved sound making. That is what we
think of first when we think of musical
compositions. And yet silence has always
been an integral part of the overall
composition of any musical work. Prior to
the twentieth century, those passages of a
musical composition which were the
“rests” were important only in their
relation to the greater overall context of
sound making. They help to construct the
melodic and rhythmic shape of the musical
phrase. At mid-century Cage challenged
this
assumption
of
the
musical
composition by creating a work composed
entirely of “rests.” The resulting work
“4’33”” is a precisely timed stretch of
silence that is “performed” by a musician
who walks on-stage and sits with
instrument, not playing for an audience
who themselves participate in the creation
of the concert by not hearing any sounds
from the performer. The only auditory
experience is that of the ambient
environment, the random noises of the
concert hall: the cough, the shift of bodies
in chairs, or the whir of the air conditioner.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hypm
W4Yd7SY

Much silence makes a powerful noise.
- African proverb
As Quakers we know that the silence of
expectant waiting which lies at the heart of
our spiritual practice is a very powerful
force. We share that knowledge with
many other faith traditions where silence
plays a crucial role in bridging the realms
of the human and the divine. In the
everyday world beyond religious practices,
the absence of sound or rather the absence
of speech has always had a deeply
powerful and complex communicative
effect. Silence in a secular context delivers
a wide variety of messages. It is
appreciated as an expression of timidity
(“Cat got your tongue?”), embarrassment,
alienation,
complicity,
censorship,
hostility, strength, resistance and protest,
approval, awe, devotion (“Silent night,
holy night, all is calm, all is quiet.”),
empathy and love. Silence is experienced
sometimes as a positive thing and at other
times as a negative.
Looking back over the past century, the
use of silence as an artistic medium is one
way that modern artists have challenged
the conventional boundaries of art,
although historically speaking, silence has
always held a key place in the arts.
Perhaps the touchstone example of avantgarde use of silence as a medium for the
making of art is John Cage’s 1952
composition entitled “4’33”,” to be
performed by any instrument or
combination of instruments that is NOT
played for that exact period of time.

Visual artists have also taken the medium
of silence as the focus of their work. In
two-dimensional art, whether paintings,
drawings, or watercolors, “silence” may be
interpreted as restraint from mark making.
As with musical “rests”, “white” space or
the back “ground” has always been
exploited as a definite element of
composition among traditional, academ35

ically trained visual artists. In fact, it has
had a long and respected place in the
compositions of painters and graphic
artists since the first making of marks on
two-dimensional surface in the Prehistoric caves of southern France and
northern Spain. Especially in Asian
graphic media, the economy of line in
relation to space has always held the most
important, the most highly revered,
aesthetic value. The blank space of the
canvas, the scroll, the page, is the silence
of the visual composition. Watercolor and

Edgar Degas
The Dancer
c. 1874

pastels are particularly conducive to the
priority of the blank ground as important
compositional element. In the work of the
Impressionists at the end of the nineteenth
century - and in particular some of the
pastels of Degas, the oil painted views of
Mont Sainte-Victoire
and still life
paintings by Cezanne - there is an equal
weaving of blank space with passages of
colored wash or colorful dab of brush or
crayon.

Paul Cezanne
Still Life with Jug and Fruit
n.d

It is in the modernists’ self-conscious
confrontation with convention, that this
tradition of integrated interchange of blank
space with mark making is problematized.
In Western art movements, increasing
interest during the mid-twentieth century
in those spaces between the marks was
largely
attributable
to
artists’
investigations of Asian aesthetics. Their
interest and experimentation with the
“silence” of the image were often
prompted by exploration of spiritual
practices of much earlier medieval
mysticism and Native American ritual
practices to some extent, but most often in
East Asia and notably Zen Buddhism.

Paul Cezanne
Forest Scene
1900-1902
Photo: Peter Schibli, Basel

The tradition of meditative preparation for
creation of works of art was adopted by a
number of avant-garde artists of the
1950’s and ‘60’s. One thinks here of
Jackson Pollack’s action painting where
the silence of the unprimed canvas laid
across the floor is the record of a flurry of
“noisy” gestures in splattered, dribbled,
dripped “vocalization.” Or the work of
Robert Motherwell which presents the
blank white of the background surface as
if it were deep space, or Cy Twombley,
with his delicate flurries and scrumbles of
faint and barely discernible marks on vast
stretches of primed canvas.
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“Jackson Pollock,”
Life Magazine. August 8, 1949.

Robert Motherwell
Portrait by Arnold Newman
Getty Images

Cy Twombly
Portrait by David Lees
Time Life Pictures/Getty
Images
fascination and a generative stimulus to
artists of the Surrealist movement. Taking
us back to a “tabula rasa” of being, artists
experimented in the 1920’s and 1930’s
with accident as a creative process by
exploring “automatic drawing,” a free
association of mind to mark making,
working in playful collaboration to create
“exquisite corpses” or “cadavres exquis”,
and inventing ways to allow chance to
form a work of art. What is not
intentionally thought, not said, not made
became important for the first time in the
West.

But there is another deep process at work
in some artists’ use of silence in their
creative work. This arose with the western
development of an understanding of
consciousness and the subconscious. With
the emerging field of psychoanalysis in the
early twentieth century, the previously
prevailing notion that creativity was
expressed in linear, active expression of
conscious thoughts in permanent, concrete
media with discernible sensuous effect
was undermined.
The world of
unconscious mind at work in all aspects of
human activity, or most importantly
inactivity, became the source of

www.exquisitecorpse.com

Automatic Drawing
André Masson
1924
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This movement toward negation of the
previously positivist aura around artmaking resulted in a number of
confrontational positions, with political
sub-texts, especially in the work by the
Dadaists in Europe following World War
I. These artists’ challenge of the status quo
was particularly impressive in live
performances which shocked and outraged
the average theater goer. Decades later,
out of the theatrical exploration of the
subconscious as fertile field for creativity,
in
multi-media
events
dubbed
“Happenings” in the 1950’s and ‘60’s
emerged a new artistic form called “timebased art” or “performance art.” This
melding of the sensual effects of visual,
auditory, and kinetic activity evolved in
the mid-twentieth century from actually
quite a bit older developments of the
revolutionary Dada experimentation, and
even harks back to Alfred Jarrry’s Ubu Roi
first performed in Paris in 1896.
http://www.kimcohen.com/artmusictheory
assets/artmusictheorytexts/kaprow_recent.
pdf

Europe and the Americas, those seeking
new creative stimuli were looking to Asia
and the religious traditions that dealt with
meditation for a spirit-led exploration of
the inner psyche. The art making there,
particularly in calligraphy, connected
deeply centered meditation with the
impulse to make marks – brushstrokes of
black ink on the blank field of white rice
paper created out of a deep calm and
centering of the spirit.
So the new direction of the arts, derived
from the emergent psychological science’s
new conception of consciousness and
subconsciousness, joined with a keen
interest in the medieval mystic, Native
American, and Asian spiritual practices of
meditation and striving toward the
transcendent.
Artists could also engage the medium of
silence as a political tool. From a negative
motivation, an anti-art stance, to make a
critical statement about traditional art
forms as symptoms of the ills of society.
The most recent work of Marina
Abramović’s, “The Artist is Present” at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York in
2010, continues her concern with the
female body as site of politicized
inequalities. In this performance piece she
silently sat at a table in the main atrium of
the Museum. Visitors were encouraged to
sit silently across from the artist for a
duration of their choosing, becoming
participants in the artwork.

While the visual artists and the newly
emergent performance artists of the second
half of the twentieth century were
fascinated with the negation of traditionbound artistic media with their very
concrete tools of the maker setting up
expectations for observable recording of
the conscious artistic process, there was a
positive influx of ideas and new ways of
approaching these very same issues.
Increasingly in mid-twentieth century
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ts66t9muFfQ

In her commitment to the duration of the
performance, the artist suppressed all
physical needs, thus enacting the kind of
controls over her very body that society
has exerted in more institutionalized ways
in its treatment of women.

The only sounds in this fixed-frame film
are the ambient ones of nature: the bird
calls and wind in the trees of the
surrounding forest, interrupted at one point
by the faraway whine of one lone plane
engine. As a result of the recorded
stillness, the viewer becomes observant of
the silent figure who enters the scene and
jumps and then attention is drawn to
minute shifts of surface tension and
reflection of a limpid body of water. Both
Cage’s composition and Viola’s film work
are meditations on the transience of this
world, much influenced by both artists’
interest in the philosophic traditions and
meditative practices of Taoism and
Buddhism. Their use of silence
paradoxically speaks volumes about the
transcendent.

Artists at the same time engaged in the
medium of silence for the deeply positive,
spirit-led search
for transcendence
beyond the conventions of secular art
making. In this last approach, artists may
use silence in a poetic, metaphorical or
mystical way. An example is the recent
time-based phenomenological work of
Bill Viola. One early video piece of 1979
is
his
“The
Reflecting
Pool.”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D_urrt
8X0l8 The film, which is seven minutes
long, concentrates our attention by virtue
of the absence of any voiced narration.
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Bill Viola, The Reflecting Pool.
Color, mono sound; 7:00 minutes.
Video still/Photo: Kira Perov

Since the close of the twentieth century,
contemporary artists continue to explore
and build upon these two pioneering
trends of the artistic use of silence: on the
one hand used as a form of protest against
the traditions of art making itself or as
activist statement about pressing social
issues, and on the other hand celebrating

the mystical power of silence to intimate
the ineffable. Much more needs to be said
about these most recent developments in
artistic use of silence, but that must wait
for a future installment.

******
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The Gathered Meeting: Part 1
Stanford J. Searl, Jr.
Community College- District of Los Angeles
“Tell all the Truth but tell it slant –“ (Emily Dickinson,
Final Harvest: Emily Dickinson’s Poems).
It’s like
Climbing Jacob’s ladder
But
Upside down:
The ladder’s
Straight,
Planted firmly
Yet
Leads
Down
Into the earth,
Opening
To underground caves,
Luminously
Shinning.
The movement
Slows
Like the adagio in Beethoven’s “Tempest” piano sonata,
Calm and
Harmonious,
Taking
Everyone into the silence
To
A lower level
Now
41

Drifting,
So many bass notes sounding
A pianissimo rumbling
Heard
Almost as words,
Some
Choir in the darkness
Leading
Everyone
Deeper
Into the mind’s caves
And shadows
Offering glimpses
And an opening
To the beloved.
Near the bottom of this ladder
An expansive hand
Appears,
Open and
Wrinkled,
Etched deeply,
Dreaming as if we
Floated in the palm of an expanding hand,
Now
Encompassing the entire worship group
Into its midst,
Open to the
Hand’s soft oils,
Soothing and
Sounding out
Rhythmic pulses from the deep
Singing out
Love,
Oh love,
How it grows
In the palm
Of the hand.

Stanford J. Searl Jr. is a member of Santa Monica Monthly Meeting
of the Religious Society of Friends.
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